Make Life a Little Brighter

For Adults
A flowery shawl, handy bag, wrapped
sweater, or charming coffee-mug cozy.
Use the yarn colors suggested, or swap
them out for something that will suit your
life just right.

For Kids
A delightful fish mobile, cuddly rabbit pal,
sweet summer dress—or warm little boots
and spotted hats to keep them comfy all
year long.
For the Home
Whether a pillow, throw, potholder, coaster,
or coathanger cover—go ahead and get
colorful!

Colorful Crochet

Bursting with tips, tricks, inspiration, and—of course—color, take your pick from
dozens of patterns that will put some spring in your step, wrap a little summer
around your shoulders, and fill you with holiday cheer. With an introduction
to the basics of crochet for those who need a leg up, and over 60 projects to
choose from, there’s something here for everyone,
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Chevron pattern pillow
This pillow measures 15¾ x 23¾ in / 40 x 60 cm, but, of

The stitch count should be sufficient that you can

course, you can make it any size you like. Crochet as

work a valley + 4 dc at the end of the row; turn.

many chain stitches as you need for the width + a few

Rows 2-58: Ch 2 (= 1st dc), 3 dc and then continue

more because the pattern makes the piece draw in. If

pattern with (valley, 4 dc, top, 4 dc) across; end with

you end up with too many stitches, you can easily hide

a valley + 4 dc. The valleys and tops should align on

the extra chain when you do the finishing. If you want to

every row.

chain an exact number of stitches, chain a multiple of 12

Top: Work 3 dc into 1 stitch.

+ 2 stitches.

Valley: Join 3 dc as follows: Yarn around hook, insert
Yarn: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/baby) Mandarin Petit

hook through stitch, yarn around hook, and bring yarn

(100% cotton, 195 yd/178 m / 50 g; see page 142)

through st (= 3 loops on hook), yarn around hook and

Yarn Amounts: Approx. 200 g Pink 4505 and 100 g each

draw yarn through 2 loops on hook. Yarn around hook,

of White 1001, Orange 2709, Red 4418, Cerise 4517, Light

insert hook into 2nd st, yarn around hook, and bring yarn

Turquoise 6803, Lime 8722, and Green 8514

through st (= 4 loops on hook), yarn around hook and

Crochet Hook: U.S. size E-4 / 3.5 mm

through 2 loops on hook. Yarn around hook, insert hook

Notions: Pillow form to fit into cover, approx. 2 in / 5 cm

into 3rd st, yarn around hook, and bring yarn through st (=

larger on each side than cover dimensions

5 loops on hook), yarn around hook and through 2 loops

NOTE: Hold yarn double throughout.

on hook and then yarn around hook and through
remaining 4 loops at the same time.

With two strands of yarn held together, loosely ch 134.

The pillow is worked in one piece. I changed colors after

The pattern begins and ends with a valley so it won’t

every row for a striped effect. Instead of waiting to

grow in the wrong direction—think of a V. The pattern

weave in ends during finishing (there will be a lot of

begins with regular dc: 4 dc, 3 dc together, 4 dc, increase

ends!), catch the ends as you work the first few stitches

3 dc, etc.

of a row.
My pillow has 58 rows for the size of cover I wanted.

Row 1: Begin in the 3 ch from hook (= 1 dc so only

Since people crochet at different tensions, your pillow

work 3 more dc before 1st valley) and work [4 dc, make a

may be a different size.

rd

st

valley (see below), 4 dc, make a top, (see below)] across.
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FINISHING

hook through stitches on both sides and draw the yarn

When the pillow cover is large enough, fold it in half

through both stitches. At each corner, work 3 sc in the

with the RS facing out. With edge to edge, crochet the

same stitch. Continue joining along the long side. Insert

cover together along one short side with sc. Insert the

the pillow form and then join the other short side.
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